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6L I N K E V I D E N C E A N D S E M A N T I C R E L AT E D N E S S

Local link evidence is more related to topical relevance, whereas global
link evidence is only related to either document importance or docu-
ment length. Local link evidence is more effective for improving ad hoc
search than global link evidence, indicating that local links are more
useful than global links. Note that the query-dependent set of links is
a proper subset of the global link structure. Evidently, some, but not
all, links are useful as indicators of topical relevance. This confronts us
with the question:

• Which links are useful as evidence for topical relevance?

Local links might differ from global links in quantity and quality.
Because local link evidence is query-dependent and therefore derived
from a set of documents that are plausibly semantically related to each
other, local links might be more useful for topical relevance because
they better signal the semantic relatedness of documents. Our hypothesis
is that links between semantically related documents are more effective.

Wikipedia has a complex category structure, providing us with a
hierarchical semantic classification of the articles. Thus, we can see
whether a link connects two documents in the same category – in
which case there is a clear semantic aspect to the link – or between
two documents belonging to very different categories. For instance, the
article on Robert Hooke and the article on Christopher Wren link to each
other, and both these articles are assigned to the category Fellows of

the Royal Society.1 The article on Robert Hooke also has a link to the
article on 1679, the year in which he started a long correspondence
with Isaac Newton. Years mentioned in a Wikipedia article are linked
to specific pages on those years, listing important events of those years,
whether they are related to the topic of the article mentioning the
year or not. The article on the year 1679 lists major events that took
place in 1679. The two articles Robert Hooke and 1679 do not share a
category. From the category structure we can derive that Robert Hooke
is semantically related to Christopher Wren but not to 1679.

1 Robert Hooke and Christopher Wren were colleagues at the Royal Society and worked
together rebuilding London after the great fire in 1666.
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132 link evidence and semantic relatedness

The category structure allows us to measure the semantic similarity
of articles. Perhaps the effectiveness of link evidence for Wikipedia ad
hoc retrieval comes from only those links that connect articles belonging
to the same or similar categories. On the other hand, for link evidence
to be effective, there must be enough links to be able to distinguish
between articles. There is a trade-off between quality and quantity. How
are the quantity and quality of links related to their effectiveness as
evidence for document importance and topical relevance? Intuitively,
we would associate quantity with document importance and quality
with topical relevance. With very few links, link evidence would suggest
all documents to be equally important. We would expect links between
totally unrelated documents to be ineffective in improving document
ranking in ad hoc retrieval.

Filtering on semantic similarity using the category structure makes
the link structure more semantic but also more sparse. Using only the
links between documents retrieved for a given query, is another way of
filtering. This results in a set of links between documents related to the
same topic and thus between documents that are to some extent similar
to each other. This way of using feedback gives a similarly semantic but
sparse graph. If there is a strong relation between the two methods, the
query-independent approach of using the category structure to filter
links allows us to reduce the size of the graph and compute the amount
of link evidence at indexing time.

This leads to the following specific research questions:

• How can we measure the semantic relatedness between linked docu-
ments using the Wikipedia category structure?

• How is the link structure related to the categorical organisation in
Wikipedia?

• Are links between semantically related documents more effective?

Fisher and Everson (2003) addressed a question similar to ours and
found that links are useful for classification when the link density is
sufficiently high and the links are of sufficiently high quality. However,
sufficient density and sufficient quality are rather vague notions. Does
it mean that the effectiveness of link evidence grows continuously with
increasing density and quality? The datasets they used are small and
have high link density. They argue that the trec Web tracks found no
benefit in using link information for ad hoc search because the link
density in the wt2g and wt10g is too low. But the trec Web collections
are much bigger than the datasets used by Fisher and Everson (2003).
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Because link density is quadratically related to collection size, large
document collections tend to have low link density—Web pages are
connected to a very small fraction of the entire Web. However, we
found that link evidence is effective in the inex Wikipedia collection
where the link density is comparable to that of the wt2g collection. The
more important measure is link degree. Documents need a minimum
number of links for link evidence to have any impact. There is evidence
that average link degree increases as collections grow (Leskovec et al.,
2005).2

Several studies describe approaches to generate links using document
similarity and lexical chaining. Blustein (1999) used lsi (Furnas et al.,
1988) and a vector space model to match sentences and paragraphs
within scientific articles and creates hyperlinks between the best match-
ing document parts to study the value of semantic links for reading
hypertexts. He used a minimum of 1.5 links per paragraph, regardless
of there being any other part of the document that is semantically re-
lated, and found that semantic links are not more useful than structural
links derived from the table of contents and the document layout. Green
(1998) used WordNet to create lexical chains of related words within a
document and created chain vectors per paragraph. Links were gener-
ated between paragraphs within a news article based on a similarity
co-efficient of the lexical chain vectors. The same was done to generate
links between news articles. A user study showed that links generated
using lexical chains were considered as useful as links generated using
simple term-based document similarity.

Kurland and Lee (2005, 2006) showed that generating links based on
document similarity can help improve ad hoc retrieval effectiveness.
Using language models to induce hyperlinks, they investigated multiple
selection thresholds and weighted links, and found that weighted
links lead to the best performance. Instead of generating links, we
examine the semantic quality of existing links, and instead of measuring
document similarity with language models, we use the explicit human
judgements of the Wikipedia category structure. Davison (2000) showed
that links on the Web tend to connect pages with topically related
content. However, these studies do not prove our assumption that links
are effective because they connect semantically related pages.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. We first describe the
category structure and look at the semantic relatedness of documents in

2 Leskovec et al. (2005) use density to mean average degree and argue that link graphs
become denser as they grow over time. However, density is usually defined as the
proportion of possible links that are actually present. Their data show that the average
degree increases while link density decreases.
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Section 6.1. In Section 6.2 we address the issue of measuring semantic
relatedness using the Wikipedia category structure We then analyse how
linked documents in the global and local link graph are distributed over
the semantic relatedness measure in Section 6.3. Then, in Section 6.4 we
describe experiments with filtering links using the category structure
and finish with conclusions in Section 6.5.

6.1 wikipedia category structure

The Wikipedia category structure is more or less hierarchical—categories
are linked to each other via hypernym/hyponym relations but can have
multiple parent categories—and allows us to determine how semantic-
ally related two documents are, even when they are not assigned to the
same category, based on explicit human judgements of semantic related-
ness. In fact, the only explicit human judgements are the assignment
of a document to a category and the subsumption relation between
two categories. That is, the article Dog is explicitly assigned to the
category dogs and the category dogs is explicitly assigned as a subset
of the category canines. We can say that the article Dog is semantically
related to the category canines. This relation is not explicitly defined,
but derived from the category structure.

Note that, because of the open nature of Wikipedia, anyone can edit
the relations between categories, introduce new categories, remove
existing categories and assign Wikipedia articles to categories. There is
no standard way to create such taxonomies of categories: one person
could introduce several intermediate levels between two categories
where another would introduce none or only a few. Some of the rela-
tions are even cyclic in the sense that two categories can subsume each
other. However, we assume that distances at the extreme ends of the
distribution—the shortest and longest distances—can respectively be
interpreted as semantically related and unrelated.

Some statistics on the category structure are given in Table 26. The
category structure of the inex 2006 Wikipedia collection contains 86,024

distinct categories. The top category in the hierarchy is called cat-
egories, and almost all categories are connected to this top category
via sub-category relations. There are 75,601 categories that contain
articles and 10,423 categories that contain no articles but have only
sub-categories. For instance, the category novels by author has no
articles assigned to it, but has many sub-categories such as charles

dickens novels and science fiction novels by author. The mean
number of articles per category is 16.82, but the median is much lower
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Description min max mean median stdev

Category

# articles 0 4,534 16.82 4 56.87

# children 0 1,581 1.69 0 8.55

# parents 0 55 1.69 2 1.17

distance 1 23 7.29 7 1.58

Article

# categories 1 41 2.20 2 1.64

Table 26: Link degree and category size statistics of the Wikipedia col-
lections.

(4), showing that the distribution is somewhat skewed. There are a
few very large categories and many small ones. The mean number of
parent and child categories is 1.69, but the median numbers of parent
and child categories are 2 and 0 respectively. Thus, most categories
are leaves in the category structure, connected to at least 2 broader
categories. Some categories have many parents (the maximum is 55),
while others have very many—up to 1,581—narrower categories. All
articles in the collection are assigned to at least one category, with a
mean (median) of 2.2 (2).

6.2 measuring semantic distance

How can we measure the semantic similarity of two documents in
Wikipedia? There is a lot of literature on measuring semantic distances.
A good overview can be found in Budanitsky and Hirst (2006). They
discuss the difference between the terms semantic relatedness, semantic
similarity and semantic distance. Two terms can be semantically related
but not semantically similar. The words coffee and mug are semantically
related (functional relationship) but not semantically similar. Antonyms
(e.g. long and short) are also semantically related but dissimilar. Se-
mantic distance can be measured using either semantic relatedness or
semantic similarity. In the former case, the semantic distance between
coffee and mug is small, in the latter case, it is not.

Milne and Witten (2008) derive the semantic relatedness of two
Wikipedia articles from the link structure, compare their technique
against manually defined relatedness measures and find it to be very
competitive. For our analysis this method is inappropriate. We want a
way to determine the semantic similarity of linked pages that does not
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use the links themselves. Instead, we use the explicit relations between
categories to measure the semantic nature of a link.

Given that Wikipedia is a collection of interrelated topics, we can
view the category structure as a taxonomy of concepts and use methods
from computational linguistics to measure semantic relatedness. Strube
and Ponzetto (2006) used the Wikipedia category and link structures to
measure word relatedness.

Perhaps the easiest way is to make a distinction between a pair of
documents belonging to the same category and a pair of documents
belonging to different categories, and say that the former pair is se-
mantically similar whereas the latter pair is not. To give insight into how
links in Wikipedia are related to the category structure, we adopt a
path-based measure that simply counts the number of edges along the
shortest path between two concept nodes (Rada et al., 1989, Resnik,
1995). The rationale behind this is that “the shorter the path from one
node to another, the more similar they are” (Resnik, 1995) and “the
relatedness of two words is equal to that of the most related pair of
concepts they denote” (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006).

The open nature of Wikipedia allows people to freely create new
categories and hierarchical relations between categories, change exist-
ing relations and introduce intermediate levels in the hierarchy. This
can cause the category structure to be imbalanced, which makes the
path length hard to interpret in absolute terms. However, path-based
measures using the category hierarchy have proven to perform well.
Strube and Ponzetto (2006) compared the performance of path-based
measures with more complex information-content-based measures us-
ing both Wikipedia and WordNet (WordNet, 2010) on a number of
word relatedness datasets and found that path-based measures are
more effective and that on large datasets, Wikipedia is more effective
than WordNet. The effectiveness of simple path-based measures for
semantic relatedness is supported by Zesch and Gurevych (2007), who
performed a similar analysis using the German version of Wikipedia
and found that path-based measures perform very well, suggesting the
path lengths reflect semantic relatedness well.

An alternative is to ignore the hierarchical structure of the categories
and use the co-occurrence of categories, that is, treat two categories as
related to each other when an article is assigned to both. Holloway et al.
(2007) used this approach to create a category map to visualise the space
of topics in Wikipedia. They computed the cosine similarity between
two categories based on their co-occurrence in articles. These similarities
were then used as weighted edges, resulting in a category network.
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However, we found that the category co-occurrence structure is very
densely linked, such that the shortest path between two articles is very
short even when the articles are entirely unrelated. The hierarchical
structure is more fine-grained.

Another alternative is to use the textual content of the categories
to measure distance. Kaptein and Kamps (2009) use KL-divergence to
compute distance scores between categories based on the text of the
documents assigned to each category. They model semantic relatedness
by document similarity, which is computed using overlap in sets of
tokens.

There are more elaborate algorithms to measure semantic similarity,
several of which are reviewed in Budanitsky and Hirst (2006). We opt
for the path-based measure over the category hierarchy because it is
simple, uses the explicit semantic relation between categories based
on human judgement, and has proven to be reasonably effective in
semantic relatedness evaluations. Furthermore, in the next sections we
will see that this approach is sufficient for our purpose of studying the
impact of semantic relatedness on the effectiveness of link evidence for
retrieval.

The simple approach of distinguishing between pairs of documents
that share a category and pairs that do not, divides the link structure
into two sets of links. This division follows the explicit human assign-
ments. The more complex computation of categorical distance allows a
more fine-grained division of links but derives this finer resolution of
implicit relatedness from the category structure.

The category distance between two documents da and db is the
minimum of the category distances between the categories of da and db:

distcat(da, db) = min
ci3da ,cj3db

distcat(ci, cj)

where ci 3 da are the categories to which da is assigned. The distance
distcat(ci, cj) between the two categories ci and cj is defined as:

distcat(ci, cj) = distcat(ci, lso(ci, cj)) + distcat(cj, lso(ci, cj)) (6.1)

where ci and cj are two categories, lso(ci, cj) is the lowest super-ordinate
(the lowest super category) of ci and cj and distcat(ci, lso(ci, cj)) is the
number of steps up the hierarchy from category ci to lso(ci, cj).

When we consider only categories connected to the top category
categories, the average shortest distance between two categories is
7.29 (median 7) and the maximum is 23.

What is the average category distance between two pages? We ran-
domly sampled one million pairs of documents and computed the
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Figure 22: Distribution (top) and cumulative distribution (bottom) of
category distances between documents.
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shortest category distance between them. The distribution of category
distances is shown in the top of Figure 22. The distribution of the global
pairs is roughly normally distributed, with a peak at distance 7, with
21% of the documents pairs. The bulk of the document pairs are at a
category distance of 4–10, and very few document pairs are semantic-
ally close to each other. The right-most data points represent document
pairs belonging to unconnected parts of the category structure. Among
the pairs that are connected via the category structure the average
distance is 6.61, which is slightly below the average distance between
two categories, which is 7.29. The cumulative distribution is shown at
the bottom of Figure 22.

We also computed the category distance between all document pairs
in the local top 100 documents for the 221 topics. This resulted in
221 · 1

2 · 100 · 99 = 1, 093, 950 document pairs. The distribution has
roughly the same shape but is shifted towards the smaller distances.
In the top 100 retrieved documents, 6% of the document pairs share at
least 1 category (distance 0), the most frequent distance is 3 and almost
all pairs have a distance less than 6. Among the pairs that are connected
via the category structure, the average distance is 2.56. The documents
in the top 100 results are more semantically related to each other than
in the overall collection.

Now that we have chosen a method to measure semantic relatedness,
we turn to the next question. How is the link structure related to
semantic relatedness?

6.3 links and categories

One of the main assumptions underlying algorithms like bibliographic
coupling (Kessler, 1963b), spreading activation (Anderson and Pirolli,
1984) and relevance propagation (Shakery and Zhai, 2006) is that links
are a signal that two documents are topically related to each other. But
not all links connect documents that are topically related to each other
(Qi et al., 2007). The performance of the algorithms just mentioned
depends on the “semantic” quality of the links. The Wikipedia category
structure provides a manually created semantic organisation of the
Wikipedia articles. In this section we want to find out:

• How is the link structure related to the categorical organisation in
Wikipedia?

Semantic relatedness is a symmetric relation and therefore independ-
ent of the direction of a link. If page A is semantically similar to page
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B, then page B is also semantically similar to page A. We look at the
shortest category distance between linked articles. The distribution of
links over shortest category distance is given in Figure 22 and is shown
both globally and locally over the top 100 retrieved results. In the global
link structure, around 12% of the links connect two articles sharing at
least one category—from here on referred to as within-category links, as
opposed to cross-category links, which connect documents that share not
a single category. The most frequent distance is 3 steps, above which the
frequency gradually drops to almost 0 at 12 steps. There is a small peak
again at the end, for the links between articles assigned to unconnected
parts of the category structure (their distance is infinite).

Linked documents tend to be more semantically related to each other
than randomly paired documents and share a category much more
often. The median category distance of the linked documents is 4 while
the median of the randomly paired documents is 7. Among the linked
documents that are connected via the category structure, the average
distance is 4.04, compared to 6.60 for the randomly sampled pairs. There
is a clear relation between global links and semantic relatedness. However,
compared to the documents in the top 100, the linked documents share
a category more often but are also more frequently separated by greater
semantic distances. Within the top retrieved results, the global link
evidence has a weaker semantic signal than the text evidence.

If links are a signal of semantic relatedness, and semantic relatedness
is symmetric, we would expect to find more bidirectional links between
semantically related pages. If there is a higher probability that A links
to B if A and B are more semantically related, then the probability that B
links to A is also higher. In the entire inex Wikipedia link graph, almost
10% of the links are bidirectional. Of the cross-category links, 7% are
bidirectional, while among the within-category links, this is 33%. This
difference is noteworthy for two reasons. First, it is further evidence
that links in Wikipedia signal semantic relatedness. Second, as we saw
above in Figure 22, the pages in the local set of top 100 results are
more semantically related to each other than all the pages in the entire
collection. We would thus expect more bidirectional links in the local
link graph than in the global link graph, which, as mentioned in the
previous chapter (see page 111), is indeed the case.

The category distance distribution over the local links is based on
63,435 links between the documents in the top 100 results of the 221

topics (5.8% of all possible pairs in the local sets). The local links show
a very different distribution. Here, the 0 distance links are the most
frequent and make up more than 25% of the link set, and the frequency
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drops monotonously over category distance, with almost no pairs
beyond 8 steps. There is a small set of links between articles assigned
to unconnected categories. This means there is a clear relation between
local link evidence and semantic similarity. In the query-dependent link
set we more frequently find links between articles that are semantically
similar. This is not surprising, because each article appears in the local
set because it shows similarity with the search query and therefore
also with the other documents in the local set. However, the average
distance of the linked document pairs is 2.22 while over the entire local
set the average is 2.56. In the top 100 results of a given query, the local
links provide a stronger signal that two documents are semantically
related than the text evidence.

How is the link structure related to the category structure? Compared
to a random sample of document pairs, linked documents tend to be
more semantically related and more often share a category. There is
a clear relation between global links and semantic relatedness. How-
ever, this semantic signal is weaker than the text evidence in the top
retrieved documents. In the local set, pages that are linked tend to be
more semantically related than pages that are not linked. This further
suggests that local link evidence signals topical relevance while global
link evidence signals document importance but not topical relevance.
Is the semantic nature of links also related to their effectiveness for
information retrieval? This question is addressed in the next section.

6.4 semantic relatedness and effectiveness of links

By zooming in on the top ranked retrieval results, we filter the link
graph on the search topic and as a consequence end up with links
between semantically related pages. The global link graph contains the
same links but also many more links between semantically unrelated
pages. Local links are more effective for ad hoc search than global links
and they are also a stronger signal that linked pages are semantically
related.

• How is the impact of link evidence related to the semantic nature of
links?

We can use the category structure to filter links and thereby control
the semantic nature of link evidence. What happens to the impact of
link evidence if we remove the within-category links? Does local link
evidence become less effective? What happens when we remove only
the longest distance links?
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To show how the semantic nature of links affects their impact on
effectiveness, we use two filtering methods: one where we remove the
shortest semantic distance links (the SD filter), effectively degrading
the semantic nature of the link graph, and one where we remove the
longest semantic distance links (LD filter), effectively improving the
semantic nature of the link graph. We filter links based on the path
length distance measure described above. In the first filtering step the
SD filter removes the links at distance 0, in the second step the links
at distance 1, etc. The LD filter first removes the links between pages
unconnected to each other via the category structure. In the second
step the LD filter removes links at the largest distance (18 steps, see
Figure 22), etc.

Note that by filtering we not only affect the semantic nature of the
link graph, but also the link quantity. For comparison, we also look
at the impact of randomly filtering links. We do this by assigning a
random value between 0 and 1 to each page in the collection and
sampling n% of the pages by selecting all pages with a value below n

100 .
The degree distribution of an n% sample is determined by the random
assignment of the values, so repeating the experiment can result in
different distributions. Therefore, the values reported are the averages
over 20 iterations.

If we randomly remove links from the graph, we would expect that
the degrees change uniformly. That is, all pages are affected in the
same way. However, there is a difference between pages with high link
degrees and pages with low link degrees. If we remove 90% of the links,
a page with a thousand links in the full graph will have roughly one
hundred links left in the filtered graph. A page with a single link in the
full graph has a 90% chance of having no link in the filtered graph and
a 10% chance of having one link in the filtered graph. For such a page,
random filtering means all or nothing in terms of link degrees.

Do random filtering and semantic filtering lead to different degree
distributions? We see statistics of the distribution in Table 27. Random
filtering indeed leads to a similar distribution as the full graph, with
all statistics being roughly 10% of those of the full graph. For instance,
the maximum in-degree drops from 74,760 to 7,480 and the mean
drops from 20.63 to 2.06. Semantic filtering has a very different impact.
The shortest distance links (all links betweens documents that share a
category, corresponding to just over 10% of the total number of links)
are much more evenly distributed. The maximum in-degree is lower
(1490) and similar to the maximum out- and union degrees (1488 and
1491 respectively). The standard deviations of the in- and out-degrees
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Links Degree min. max. med. mean stdev.

All links In-degree 0 74760 4 20.63 282.62

Out-degree 0 5068 12 20.63 36.60

Union 0 74895 16 37.62 287.55

10% random In-degree 0 7480 0 2.06 28.31

Out-degree 0 511 1 2.06 3.91

Union 0 7523 2 4.09 29.22

distcat = 0 In-degree 0 1490 1 2.54 7.49

Out-degree 0 1488 1 2.54 7.96

Union 0 1491 2 3.81 10.40

distcat ≥ 9 In-degree 0 53160 0 2.22 124.97

Out-degree 0 937 0 2.22 7.06

Union 0 53191 1 4.32 125.56

Table 27: Degree distribution statistics over all links, a 10% random
sample, the shortest category links (distcat = 0) and the longest
distance links with distcat ≥ 9.

is also comparable (7.49 and 7.96). This again supports our hypothesis
that the topical relevance aspect of link evidence is symmetric and
therefore not determined by the direction of links.

The longest distance links (all links between documents separated by
a category distance of at least 9 steps, corresponding to just over 10% of
the total number of links) have an even more skewed distribution than
a random 10% sample of the links. The maximum in-degree is close to
that of the full graph (53,160 versus 74,760), while the average degree is
much lower (2.22 versus 20.63). A relatively small number of pages is
targeted by long distance links and most pages have no outgoing long
distance links; the median in- and out-degree is 0. We would expect the
longest distance links to have a small impact on effectiveness because
most pages have no link evidence.

In the previous chapter we saw that ranking documents using only
global link evidence results in a ranking that is better than random.
What happens when we increase or decrease the semantic “quality” of
global link evidence? We look again at the top 100 results retrieved by
the text retrieval baseline, ranked by global link degrees alone.

The impact of filtering on the effectiveness of the global degrees is
shown in Figure 23. For comparison, we added the effectiveness of not
using link evidence, i.e., a random ordering of documents, as given in
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Figure 23: The impact of filtering links on the effectiveness of ranking
the top 100 results of the baseline by global link degree in
isolation. The x-axis shows the percentage of links removed.
The top row shows mrr, the middle row shows P@10 and
the bottom row shows map.
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Table 24 in Section 5.3. The x-axis shows the percentage of links filtered.
The top row shows the impact on mrr. Filtering has almost no impact
on the effectiveness of global in-degrees, whether we remove links
randomly or based on semantic similarity. Even removing the “most
semantic” links has no impact. The effectiveness of global in-degree
is unrelated to the semantic nature of links. The global out-degrees
rank documents worse than random according to mrr and only slightly
better than random according to P@10 and map, but if we remove links
between semantically unrelated pages, the ranking gradually improves
and becomes better than random for mrr with links between pages
that are no more than 1 step away from each other in the category
structure. Random filtering has no impact, while the SD filter starts to
hurt performance when we remove all but the 10% longest distance
links. For the union, which is dominated by in-degree in the top of the
ranking, the impact of filtering is small.

The middle row shows the impact on P@10 and here we start to
see larger differences. The Random and LD filters still have little im-
pact on the in-degrees, but removing the shortest distance links hurts
performance. Performance stays well above that of random ordering
though. For the out-degrees, random filtering has no impact while per-
formance improves as we remove long distance links and deteriorates
as we remove short distance links. The union degrees show the same
behaviour as the in-degrees, although performance stays below that of
the in-degrees.

On map (bottom row) the impact of filtering is similar to the impact
on P@10. The in-degree performance slightly improves with only the
within-category links and drops with only the 10% longest distance
links. Out-degree performance improves as the link evidence becomes
more semantic and drops as it becomes less semantic and the union
degrees behave more like the out-degrees on map.

From these observations we learn a few things about the nature of
link evidence. First, random filtering has little impact on the global
degrees, probably because the link graph is very rich and the high-
degree pages are very robust against random filtering.

Second, filtering links between semantically unrelated pages has a
positive impact on the effectiveness of the out-degrees but almost no
impact on the in-degrees. Why is the impact of filtering bigger on out-
degrees than on in-degrees? The in-degree distribution is more skewed,
and the difference between the top ranked documents and the rest is
big. The out-degree distribution is flatter and the difference between
the top ranked documents and the rest is smaller. The high in-degree
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Figure 24: The impact of filtering links on the effectiveness of ranking
on local link evidence in isolation. The x-axis shows the
percentage of links removed. The top row shows mrr, the
middle row shows P@10 and the bottom row shows map.

pages are more robust against filtering than the high out-degree pages.
But random filtering does not hurt out-degree performance, so why is
out-degree affected by the semantic nature of link evidence? A high out-
degree signals that a page is long. A high out-degree of long semantic
distance links signals that a page covers a lot of unrelated topics. A
high out-degree of short semantic distance links signals that a page has
a lot of text that is focused on a particular topic. In the set of documents
retrieved in response to the query, a document discussing a topic at
length has a higher chance of being relevant than a document that only
briefly discusses many different topics. The semantic nature of outgoing
link evidence gives us information on the scope of a document’s content.

The impact of filtering on the local degrees is shown in Figure 24.
Here, random filtering has a bigger impact. The local link graph is
already filtered on the search topic and has far fewer links. Further
filtering flattens the degree distribution even more. For the in-degree,
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random filtering still has little impact on mrr up to 80%, but after
that, performance starts to drop as the local link graph has almost
no links left. Further down the ranking (P@10 and map) the impact
is bigger because most pages will have no incoming links and are
indistinguishable. For the out-degrees, the effect is even stronger. For
union, the impact on mrr is similar to that of the in-degree, and on
P@10 and map more similar to that of the out-degrees.

If we remove the shortest distance links first, performance drops
faster than with random filtering, while if we remove the longest dis-
tance links first, performance remains stable. The shortest semantic
distance links are the more effective links. If we want to improve ad hoc
search by exploiting link evidence, we need links between semantically
related pages. Another important thing to note is that filtering on the
category structure does not make local link evidence more effective.
The query-dependent filtering method of zooming in on the highest
ranked retrieval results already gets rid of most links between unrelated
pages.

What happens to the performance of link evidence in combination
with the content-based score when we filter links (Figure 25)? Randomly
removing links has a similar impact as removing the longest distance
links first on mrr and P@10, except for the in-degree, where the ld

filter curves falls faster than the random filter curve. However, for
map, performance remains stable when we remove the longest distance
links up to the within-category links. The other filters hurt map. Again,
the links between the most semantically related documents are the
most effective. When we filter the shortest distance links, out-degrees
become ineffective and start hurting performance when more than 50%
of the links are removed. This is not the case for the in-degrees. Overall,
filtering links does not lead to improvements in the impact of link
evidence.

A general conclusion is that the impact of incoming link evidence
is less sensitive to the density of the link graph than the impact of
outgoing link evidence. This is partly explained by the difference at
the higher end of the distribution. The in-degree distribution is more
skewed and the high in-degree pages are more robust against filtering.
Incoming link evidence is also less sensitive to the semantic nature of
link evidence. Making the link graph more semantic has almost no
impact on the effectiveness of incoming link evidence. Global outgoing
link evidence becomes more related with relevance if we remove links
between semantically unrelated pages. A page with many links to
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Figure 25: The impact of filtering links on the effectiveness of ranking
on local link evidence and text evidence. The x-axis shows
the percentage of links removed. The top row shows mrr, the
middle row shows P@10 and the bottom row shows map.
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Within cat.

↑ = ↓ total

All ↑ 130 0 20 150

= 0 1 0 1

↓ 25 0 45 70

total 155 1 65 221

Table 28: Per topic changes in AveP using all links set against per topic
changes using within-category links based on the undirected
degrees.

semantically related pages is an important page on its topic. This again
shows the asymmetry of query-independent link evidence.

Local link evidence is not improved by removing long semantic
distance links because it is already semantically filtered on the search
topic, leaving very few long distance links to remove.

6.4.1 Per topic analysis

Averaged over the 221 topics, local link evidence using the within-
category links seems to have a similar impact as local link evidence
based on all links. But are there any differences for individual topics?
We look at changes in average precision (AveP) with respect to the
baseline, and compare the impact of using all links against the impact
of using the within-category links. We would expect the within-category
links to be less noisy and therefore more sensitive to the search topic.
The changes in AveP in Table 28 are based on the undirected degrees.
In the rows we see the number of topics for which AveP respectively
deteriorates, stays the same or improves when using all links. In the
columns we see the numbers when using the within-category links.

For the majority of the topics (130 + 1 + 45 = 176), the impact of link
evidence on performance does not change direction by filtering out the
cross-category links. For more than half of the topics (130 out of 221, or
59%), the impact of link evidence is positive (AvePgoes up), whether
we use all links or only the within-category links. For 45 topics the
impact of link evidence is negative with both sets of links and for 1

topic performance is the same with and without using link evidence.
When we filter the cross-category links, the impact of link evidence

changes from positive to negative for 20 topics and from negative to
positive for 25 topics. Overall, with filtering we increase the number
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of topics for which performance improves and decrease the number
of topics for which performance deteriorates. However, over all topics
map

Next, we look at two topics where the filtered and unfiltered links
have a very different impact. Topic 309 has title “Ken Doherty” finals
tournament and topic 471 has title Three greatest rivers +Japan (and is also
used for analysis in Section 3.4.1). The baseline system has an average
precision of 0.6275 for topic 309 and 0.4167 for topic 471.

The unfiltered links have a positive impact on topic 309, with the
union of the local in- and out-degrees improving the average preci-
sion from 0.6275 to 0.7249, while the filtered within-category degrees
decrease average precision from 0.6275 to 0.5984. In Table 29 we see
the 30 highest ranked articles according to the local union degree us-
ing the unfiltered links (left) and filtered within-category links (right).
Relevant articles are shown in boldface. Without filtering, there are
many relevant pages with a high local degree which are pushed up the
ranking. In contrast, there are only 3 relevant pages with filtered local
link evidence, and several pages with a higher degree. The number of
local links drops drastically, from 160 to 28. The relevant pages have
many links to related pages that are not in the same category, but which
are useful for ranking. It seems the topic does not fit well within the
category structure.

The article on Ken Doherty (a snooker player) does not share any
categories with the other relevant pages. The article on Snooker does
not share any categories with the articles on specific snooker tourna-
ments such as Masters (snooker), Irish Masters (snooker), Thailand Masters
(snooker) or German Open (snooker), which all share the same category
snooker ranking tournaments. However, these articles on specific
tournaments have no links to each other, apart from World Snooker
Championship and UK Championship (snooker). This shows that the search
topic is less fine-grained than the category structure. The article on
Ken Doherty and the articles on particular snooker tournaments are
semantically related to each other, and the links between these articles
are useful evidence for the topical relevance of these pages, but they
are assigned to different categories. Although it explains why filtering
out the cross-category links hurts performance, it also shows that the
useful links are those connecting pages that are semantically related
to each other. Using the top of the query-based ranking instead of the
category structure focuses the local link graph at the right semantic
level, so that the links between the snooker player and the tournaments
he played in are retained while many irrelevant links are removed.
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All links Within category links

Article Degree Article Degree

Ken Doherty 23 Ken Jennings 3

Snooker 21 Jeopardy! Ultimate Tournament of
Champions

3

Highest snooker break 14 Jerome Vered 3

Ireland 13 Jeopardy! 3

World Snooker Championship 10 Kazuma Kuwabara 2

Alan McManus 9 List of YuYu Hakusho episodes 2

Football World Cup 6 YuYu Hakusho 2

Sport in Ireland 6 Ken Shamrock 2

Masters (snooker) 6 Football World Cup 1

1998 in sports 6 Dan Severn 1

1997 in sports 5 Tenshinhan 1

Jimmy Connors 5 Leon White 1

2003 in sports 5 Highest snooker break 1

Jason’s 4 European Under-21 Football
Championship

1

Thailand Masters (snooker) 4 World Snooker Championship 1

Leon White 4 Double-elimination tournament 1

Grand Prix (snooker) 4 2005 NCAA Philippines Basket-
ball Playoffs

1

Welsh Open (snooker) 4 Kuririn 1

Ken Shamrock 4 Snooker 1

Northern Ireland national football
team

4 UK Championship (snooker) 1

Ding Junhui 4 Tournament 1

Steve James (snooker player) 4 2004 NCAA Philippines Basket-
ball Playoffs

1

UK Championship (snooker) 4 Canadian Soccer Association 0

Jeopardy! 4 Paola Suárez 0

Ranelagh 4 June 2004 in sports 0

Ken Jennings 3 Royce Gracie 0

Irish Masters (snooker) 3 Playoff 0

Double-elimination tournament 3 World Universities Debating
Championship

0

Strachan Open (snooker) 3 Tor Books 0

Players Championship (snooker) 3 Ranelagh 0

Table 29: Impact of link filtering on the local union degrees of topic 309

“Ken Doherty” finals tournament.
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On topic 471, the unfiltered links have a negative impact, with the
local union degrees decreasing the average precision from 0.4167 to
0.2875, while the filtered within-category degrees improve average
precision from 0.4167 to 0.75. In Table 30 we see the 30 highest ranked
articles according to the local union degree using the unfiltered links
(left) and filtered within-category links (right). Without filtering, the
articles Japan, River and Honshū (the largest Island of Japan) infiltrate
in the top results because they are tangentially related to the topic and
have many cross-category links with other pages in the local set. If we
filter out those cross-category links, the union degree makes the topic
more visible. The degrees of the three greatest infiltrating articles are
greatly reduced, while the relevant pages only lose a few local links
and move closer to the top. In combination with the text-based ranking,
the articles Rivers of Japan, Yoshino River and Tone River are the 3 highest
ranked results.

All 4 relevant pages (including which is not retrieved in the top 100)
share the same category rivers of japan.

6.5 conclusions

This chapter investigated the semantic nature of links, trying to answer
which links are effective for retrieving relevant pages. Our first research
question was:

• How can we measure the semantic relatedness between linked docu-
ments using the Wikipedia category structure?

The Wikipedia category structure is a mostly hierarchical semantic
classification of the articles in Wikipedia. The open nature of Wikipedia
has led to inconsistencies in the hierarchy, making complex informa-
tion theoretical semantic relatedness algorithms inappropriate for our
purposes. The simplest approach we used is distinguishing between
links that connect documents that share at least one category and those
that do not. We further computed the shortest path lengths between cat-
egories of linked documents using the hierarchical category structure.

Our second research question was:

• How is the link structure related to the categorical organisation in
Wikipedia?

Compared to a random sample of document pairs, linked documents
tend to be more semantically related to each other and more often
share a category, showing a clear relation between global links and
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All links Within category links

Article Degree Article Degree

Japan 32 Rivers of Japan 5

River 17 River 5

Honshū 11 List of rivers of Asia 4

Rivers of Japan 8 List of rivers of Europe 3

Korea 7 List of rivers in China 2

Geography of Japan 6 Three Rivers Stadium 2

History of Japan 5 Sino-Japanese relations 2

List of waterways 5 Yoshino River 2

List of rivers of Asia 5 Heinz Field 2

Japan Self-Defense Forces 5 Pitt Stadium 2

National security of Japan 5 Tone River 2

List of rivers of Europe 4 Anti-Japanese sentiment 1

Chubu region 4 Greatest Hits (Queen) 1

Yoshino River 4 Honshū 1

Economic history of Japan 4 List of rivers of Iceland 1

Naval history of Japan 4 Economic relations of Japan 1

Japan-United States relations 4 Greatest Hits 1

Tone River 4 Korea 1

Occupied Japan 4 List of waterways 1

Flood 3 Geography of Japan 1

Japanese agriculture before WWII 3 Kuma River, Japan 1

Anti-Japanese sentiment 3 Japan 1

Weezer 3 Hvítárvatn 0

List of rivers in China 3 Districts of Bihar 0

Sino-Japanese relations 3 Three Rivers (district) 0

Kuma River, Japan 3 Jianzhen 0

Three Rivers Stadium 2 Lagarfljót 0

List of rivers of Iceland 2 Geography of Ecuador 0

Three Rivers (district) 2 Lake Maggiore 0

Pitt Stadium 2 Occupied Japan 0

Table 30: Impact of link filtering on the local union degrees of topic 471

Three greatest rivers +Japan.
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semantic relatedness. However, within the top retrieved documents for
a given query, the semantic signal of global link evidence is weaker
than that of the textual evidence, providing an explanation why global
link evidence is almost ineffective for topic relevance tasks. In the local
set, pages that are linked tend to be more semantically related than
pages that are not linked. Local link evidence is more clearly related
to semantic relatedness and, even in the more topically focused set
of top retrieved pages, links are a stronger signal that two pages are
semantically related. This shows a difference in the semantic nature
of global and local links. The query-independent link graph has many
links between semantically unrelated pages. The semantic nature of
link evidence changes as we zoom in on a subset of pages retrieved for
a given query.

The finding that local links are more closely related to semantic
relatedness and also more effective for retrieval brought us to our third
research question, which was:

• Are links between semantically related pages more effective?

Removing the least semantic links (longest semantic distance links)
has no negative impact on effectiveness and even improves performance
of the global out-degrees. Removing the most semantic links (shortest
semantic distance links) hurts performance of global and local link
evidence, especially beyond the first few ranked documents. The ef-
fectiveness of global and local link evidence on the overall ranking is
hurt more by random filtering than by removing the longest semantic
distance links, and hurt most by removing the shortest distance links
first. In other words, the effectiveness of link evidence is related to
the semantic nature of links. Links between semantically related pages
are more effective for ad hoc search than links between semantically
unrelated pages.

The step from a global link graph to a local link graph works as a
semantic link filter. Many of the links between semantically unrelated
pages are removed. This is an essential step in making link evidence
useful for ad hoc search. Our hypothesis that link evidence for topical
relevance is symmetric hinges on the semantic relatedness of linked
pages.

Finally, our main aim was to investigate:

• Which links are effective as evidence for topical relevance?

The effectiveness of link evidence is partly determined by the se-
mantic nature of links. One prerequisite to make link evidence related
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to topical relevance is that links connect documents that are semantic-
ally related. This explains why local link evidence is more effective
than global link evidence. The documents in the local set are more
semantically related to each other than documents in the global set.
This operates as a semantic link filter, making the local link graph more
“semantic” than the global link graph. On top of that, the local set is
also filtered on the search topic and focuses on the right semantic level,
making the local link graph also more semantically related to the search
topic, which is another prerequisite to make link evidence related to
topical relevance.




